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Envy and Inequality in Fieldwork:
An Example from Ghana

by WOLF BLEEK

Wolf Bleek is Lecturer in Cultural Anthropology at the University of Amsterdam. Fieldwork was conducted in a rural Ghanaian town in 1971 and again in 1973, when the research was supported by a grant from the Institute of African Studies, University of Ghana. Writing up the research findings was made possible through a subsidy from the Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical Research (WOTRO). I am indebted to Kwasi Asante-Durko who shared in my research and commented on this paper, as well as to Thomas Crump, Joop Muller, and Hanuweke Kossen who, in other ways, contributed to this paper.

INTRODUCTION. Most anthropologists carry out their research among people who are considerably poorer than they are. Looking at anthropologists from these people's
point of view, doing fieldwork is not only a privilege of the rich, in the long run it is also lucrative, since fieldwork experience is a prerequisite for most well-paid anthropological teaching jobs. Fieldwork among the poor is, therefore, a dubious activity. The anthropologist (who is often seen as a rich man) attempts to participate in the lives of poor people and by doing so he will eventually become even richer. For most anthropologists who are aware of this “double play,” fieldwork is psychologically strenuous. The strains can be alleviated by avoiding personal contacts with poor informants, but it is clear that such a solution is detrimental to the quality of fieldwork, of which the basic technique is participant observation. Nobody should be surprised to hear that it happens only rarely that anthropological fieldworkers truly participate in the lives of their informants. The privileged background and favorable prospects of an anthropological fieldworker are hardly compatible with the equality that is necessary for sharing the life of poor people. Many anthropologists have tried to bridge the gap by offering help, for example by distributing medicines, providing transport, or paying school fees for children, but such assistance does no more than reaffirm the existing inequality.

It is not only the anthropologist who knows about the fundamental contradictions inherent in fieldwork; the informants know about them as well. As a consequence they may react to the presence of an anthropologist in a hostile way. So, the anthropologist has not only an emotional and ethical problem (how to be sincere), but also a methodological problem (how to approach people who suspect him).

A Fieldwork Situation. In 1971, I carried out fieldwork in a rural town in the Kwahu area of southern Ghana. The inhabitants of the town were familiar with Europeans and Americans, mostly missionaries, who apparently had access to enormous amounts of money; drove in cars; built houses, schools, hospitals, and churches; and accomplished other things far beyond the power of the local people. Obviously, people identified me with those missionaries and to some extent they were right. I had friendly relationships with them; I could enter their homes and ask for their help without fear of being turned away. To some extent, however, they were wrong. I had no access to the funds of the mission; I had not even a research grant. If by European standards I could perhaps be called poor, to the inhabitants of the town I was, without doubt, rich, certainly in the beginning of my research.

My research topic was at first very wide and general. I tried to take notice of everything that appeared important to the people themselves, particularly affairs that concerned family life. I interviewed members of the family in whose house I was staying and attended events that other people attended.

One day I visited the relatives of an old lady who had just died. I went there together with a Ghanaian friend who assisted me during the first three months of research. It was in the beginning of our research and I found it difficult to approach people in the right way. I had studied the local language and was very anxious to speak it but I was still very poor at it. There were some stereotype jokes to which I resorted if the conversation became too difficult.

During our visit to the house of the deceased woman a few incidents took place that were partly the result of my incapacity to handle the situation and partly of the people’s suspicion about the motives of my visit. The incidents clearly illustrate the ambiguity of anthropological fieldwork. I shall quote from my field notes and then briefly comment on the incident.

On the 15th of July an old lady died. A few days after her death we asked Mr. A. to introduce us to one of her relatives so that we could ask this person some questions about her life. Mr. A. brought us to a place where about fifteen relatives were assembled. In the center was a young man sitting behind a table with a notebook and a plate. On the plate was one shilling. People came to pay their contribution to the funeral. When someone had put his money on the plate, his name was written down in the notebook plus the amount of his gift. It was explained to me that someone whose name does not appear in the books will have a miserable funeral when he (she) dies. Immediately after money had been paid one of the women took it and put it in her cloth, leaving just one shilling every time.

People asked us to sit down and drink some palmwine. We sat down and a man poured the wine into my friend’s calabash. Then it proved that only the dregs had been left over in the pot. People protested that my friend should pour it back, and laughed. There is a common saying that one who drinks dregs will get many children (wonom epuo pii a wobewo mma pii). So my friend jokingly asked how many children they wanted him to get. The wine was poured back and the pot was taken away.

We started our questions but one man, O., had already produced a small piece of paper with the following text in English: “The approximate age of old-mother is 95 years. She left over eleven children, and grandchildren are 54. Occupation was a farmer.” O. asked us whether this was sufficient, and we explained that we wanted to ask some more questions. I suggested we continue our conversation somewhere else, but the man said we could stay there. We asked him about the woman’s age, her husbands, her family, and so on. Some people asked us why we wanted to know all those things and we answered that we were only interested. This answer did not satisfy them, particularly not when my friend started to write the answers down.

Very soon a woman cut in. “If he asks you anything, do not answer. Were we not collecting money when he came?” She suggested that we had not contributed anything, but I missed her point and asked her what she meant. She answered bluntly, “Give some money.”
tried one of my stock-jokes and asked her "Are you a Kwahu?" She answered "Yes" and I added "I can see that, because Kwahu people like money." (Kwahu people are indeed notorious in Ghana for their money-mindedness. They are clever traders and monopolize a great deal of the trading business in the country.) This made her more angry and she summoned the others not to speak to me anymore. An old lady came to her help and said to me "She is hungry, give her money to go and buy food first." The first woman said again "He is going to make money out of all that he is asking." O. assured us, however, that we could continue our questions. We did, but were repeatedly interrupted by the woman's: "Don't say it, don't say it."

We stopped our questions and watched what was happening. The woman became more angry. An old man passed by, he stopped and said "If it were me, I would not even open my mouth to him. Do you not see that the white man is clever; when you get angry he does not talk but waits till you become calm again." The young man at the table remarked "Let him ask, he is not quarreling, is he?" But the woman retorted sharply "Get away, don't you hear that he is saying Kwahu people like money too much?" Another person turned to us asking: "Won't you bring money at all?" But another woman defended us, saying "Look this man contributes very well to our funerals," probably referring to previous funerals.

About that moment a new pot of palmwine was brought in. The daughter of the deceased said that they should give us some. We drank the palmwine. New visitors came and shook hands. Some of them paid money. During that period the daughter was all the time asking for my mother's name, but I did not notice it. When the visitors had sat down, my friend explained that he worked for me, and that I paid him. The daughter immediately cut in: "Why do you pay him and don't give us any money?" Then she continued "You also, what is your mother's name?" I answered "Give me first money, then I'll tell you." All laughed. This went on for some time. Then I explained that I was joking and that they could ask anything they wanted about my family. As soon as I mentioned my mother's name, the daughter shouted with a high-pitched voice "Write it down for me!" and repeated this several times.

We finally decided to leave and each of us put two shillings on the plate. Our names were written down and everybody thanked us. The whole situation changed within a moment and everyone was nice to us. They said we could have a look at the book later on, if we wanted to. We left, but not before hearing two other remarks concerning money, one from the daughter saying that I should bring her some money to buy porridge; but this time it sounded more friendly.

Looking back at the incident, I find it understandable that people were annoyed with me. In the first place, it was not very tactful to interview a group of people about their "mother," a few days after she had died. Secondly, it was ill-mannered to ignore the plate when we entered, because financial contributions are always given when people come in. So my failure to pay at our arrival was for them a clear indication that I had no intention to pay. This, taken together with the fact that I was a white man—and therefore a rich man—made some people lose their patience. I am only surprised that my friend did not prevent me from making these mistakes. Maybe I was then too blunt to pay attention to his signals.

Before analyzing the situation, I must note that such incidents have been rare during my fieldwork. People hardly ever challenged my role as a fieldworker directly. Usually they were kind and cooperative. Sometimes they avoided me or failed to keep their promises, but as I have said, a direct confrontation between me and an informant occurred extremely rarely. Maybe the blunders I committed in the situation described above were necessary to bring out certain ideas about the anthropological fieldworker that are usually concealed.

It seems to me that the differences in wealth between a fieldworker and his informants are particularly irritating to those informants who are invited to be very open with the fieldworker. They are, during the time of the interview, treated very cordially and may even begin to think of the fieldworker as a close friend. At any rate, the information they give may be the type of intimate information that is only transmitted between close friends. However, between such friends, there can be no financial disparity. The discovery that the "friendship" was mainly strategic and lasted only the time of the interview must be particularly frustrating to the informant. It is not likely that he will agree to a second interview. Moreover, egalitarianism in economic terms is a traditional rule. Sharing and hospitality are important traditional values and the growing inequality with the coming of capitalist-like modes of production is resented by many. The impact of traditional values is still recognized in eating patterns. Eating alone and leaving nothing for others (particularly children) are frowned upon. The two following proverbs underscore this view: Opanyin bone na ohohro n'ankasa ayowam (It is a bad man who washes his own plate). The implication is that such a man has finished all the food himself. Wonkoo didi a, wonkoo ne (If you eat alone, you have to go to the toilet alone). The implication is that if the food causes diarrhea, the eater has to visit the toilet alone. At night going to the toilet at the edge of town is particularly unpleasant if one has to go alone.

It is likely that the informant's annoyance will increase with the financial inequality between him and the fieldworker. As I have stated before, my financial position was not very different from that of other men in the town (although my prospects were much brighter than theirs). I lived among them and almost every aspect of my life was visible to them. They could see that I did not spend more money than they and yet they were not convinced. "A poor European" was too absurd a thought to be acceptable.
Throughout my fieldwork, people made insinuations to my hidden wealth. Only a few people, who were very close to me, probably believed that I had about as little money as they. I was daily reminded of my richness by the way people greeted me. After the incident that I have described, we recorded that same day nine greetings of people that referred to financial inequality. If I write “greetings,” I mean to say that the remarks were expressed to us in lieu of a greeting, i.e., when we met people on the road or in a compound. The ordinary greeting (for example: good evening or how are you?) was either replaced or followed by the remark about money. The nine “greetings” on that particular day were:

1. *Kye me taku nkoto nsafufuo* (Give me a sixpence to buy palmwine).
2. *Ma me sikaa oo* (Give me money).
3. *Fa flask no kye me. Mmmegeye anaa?* (Give me the flask. Shall I take it?).
4. *Kye me sikaa nto atadwe!* (Give me money to buy tiger-nuts).
5. *Father, kye me sikaa* (Father, give me money).
6. *Teacher, kye me taku nkoto krasin, wae, mepawo kye* (Teacher, please give me a sixpence to buy kerosine).
7. *Master wei dee, mooma me tro koto jot nom a anka meda moose* (Hey, masters, if you give me a threepence to buy a cigarette I will thank you).
8. *Okyena bre me sikaa nto aduan nni* (Tomorrow you must give me some money to buy food to eat).
9. *Oburon, kye aberewa sikaa nto iawa!* (White man, give the old lady money to buy tobacco!).

Similar “greedy greetings” have been reported by Chagnon (1974:165) in his account of fieldwork among the Yanomamö (see further, below), and by Turnbull (1972:48-50) who carried out fieldwork among the Ik or Teuso in Uganda. Turnbull writes that his traditional greeting was responded with “Give me tobacco.” The Ik, according to Turnbull, were so utterly impoverished that solidarity among relatives had broken down. Such a situation, however, was totally absent among the Kwahu where my fieldwork took place. Food-centered greetings are also common among the Matawai in Surinam (De Beet and Sterman 1978:152).

**Envy and Inequality.** As has been argued cogently by Foster (1972) in his article on “The Anatomy of Envy,” human groups have developed various cultural techniques to cope with the problem of inequality. The have-nots have at their disposal subtle means to let the haves know that they should share. These (the haves) can react in various ways. Foster distinguishes four types of response: concealment, denial, sop behavior, and true sharing. A sop is a token item that is given to buy off the envy of the other.

With regard to the expressions of envy by Kwahu respondents, it can be said that those expressions were relatively straightforward. People did not show “admiration” for any of my possessions but directly asked for them. It should be noted, however, that those “demands” were a mixture of joking and earnest, and left room for a counter-joke. One of the easiest, and also quite successful, counter-jokes was to meet the demand as a mere greeting and respond accordingly with “Ya agya, Ya ennna or Ya nuu” (depending on whether the other was a matured man, woman, or young person). This response could be freely translated as “thank you,” or “also good morning.”

The anthropological literature tells us little about the problems of economic inequality encountered during fieldwork. Autobiographical fieldwork notes by Bowen (1964), Powdermaker (1967), Malinowski (1967), Alland (1976), and Slater (1976) say hardly anything about the inequality between researcher and informant. Did they not perceive it as a problem? It is hardly believable. Bowen’s (1964:231) only reference to her own privileged position sounds rather paternalistic:

I began to realize that our kindness to the crippled and unfortunate is a luxury born out of ability to spare help and resources. But that luxury had become a moral obligation.

The sparse information that some anthropologists have given us about their reactions to envy and demands during fieldwork suggests that only three of Foster’s four possibilities are utilized, i.e., concealment, denial (the two are basically identical), and sop behavior. Concealment and denial are reported by Middleton, Beals, and Hatfield. Middleton (1970:27) writes that he frequently protested that he had no more money to distribute, although he was aware that his argument sounded rather hollow. Beals (1970:42) frankly writes about his attempts to deceive people by saying “we are poor.” Hatfield (1973:22) finally survived as he writes himself, through hypocrisy. It is worthwhile to cite the last author more extensively:

In order to protect my own possessions and interests I had to resort to more devious deceptions than the Sukuma themselves. I knew at least that in Sukumaland one does not refuse outright, for to refuse is to embarrass and thus to hurt; and for me, as a stranger to hurt is to endanger the tenuous artifice of rapport and security. So I survived through hypocrisy. (emphasis in original)

An exception to this tendency is to be found in Chagnon’s (1974:164-66) account of his experiences among the Yanoamó Indians in Brazil and Venezuela. Chagnon writes that he was regarded as a provider of goods. In his own words: “Everything came to hinge on a more or less chronic giving of goods, either to establish interpersonal relationships or to maintain them” (1964:164). Chagnon never attempted to hide or deny his resources (which would not have been possible, his riches were too obvious) but made use of them to carry out his fieldwork. Chagnon’s
case clearly shows the emotional stress and the methodological problems that result from this line of action. He was constantly harassed by demands for goods such as tools, medicines, fishhooks, and matches, and became as a result more and more depressed. His gifts did not produce “friends,” but rather enemies because no one was ever satisfied.

Requests for trade goods would, initially, be reasonable, somewhat hesitant, and moderately passed on: “Shoriwâ! I am poor and in need! Give me a machete so I can clear a garden!” With time, the requests increased in frequency and urgency and would be appended with hints that friendly behavior might be withheld unless the goods were given. “Shoriwâ! Give me a machete and an axe! And be quick about it or I will be angry!” With some individuals the requests would evolve into demands with specific appended threats. In some cases, the threats would be relatively transparent and easy to ignore, as from a boisterous sixteen-year-old youth who is merely emulating tougher peoples: “Shori! Give me your knife or I’ll hit you with this stick!” In other cases, they came from mature men with established reputations for doing what they threatened. These requests were not easily ignored and could not be taken lightly (Chagnon 1974:165).

This emotional stress was directly related to “technical” research problems. Anthropological fieldwork requires continuous presence and repeated visits to persons and communities. Chagnon had thought that he could establish permanent good relationships by providing goods at the first contact but he soon found out that he was mistaken. “With each subsequent visit the expectation of trade goods increased as more and more men made requests that could not be ignored. The general reluctance to cooperate with me unless the flow of trade goods went directly to individuals also increased.” (1974:165) It is obvious that such a situation will have negative effects on the quality of research (Chagnon 1974:93, 165, 186). It is distressing, however, that Chagnon attributes his emotional and technical problems almost entirely to the avarice and fierceness of the Yanomamô and not to his own inexhaustible riches.

In Foster’s terminology, most “humanistic” activities of fieldworkers can be classified as “sop behavior.” I am thinking of distributing small gifts, sometimes money, providing medical service or transportation, writing letters, taking photographs, and organizing (financing) parties. Most of these activities can be regarded as strategies which allow the fieldworker to avoid the basic issues of participation in social life, although these strategies may not always be conscious.

It is not likely that fieldworkers in a poor environment ever go to the extent of true sharing. The reason is simply that compared to their informants, they are too rich for sharing. Sharing can be done when there is a fair degree of equality, for example when a fieldworker works among an urban elite (see Harrell-Bond 1976:116), but with the increase of inequality the feasibility of sharing diminishes.

We may well assume that concealment and denial are extremely defective strategies when employed by anthropological fieldworkers in a poor environment. Their relative affluence is too conspicuous to be concealed or denied. “Sop behavior” may, from the point of view of the fieldworker, have slightly more effect insofar as informants appear satisfied with “symbolic gifts” they have received. However, I think that most sops are also recognized as sops, precisely because a fieldworker cannot hide his wealth. It is, therefore, likely that satisfaction with “symbolic gifts” is simulated rather than sincere. Moreover, as I have said at the beginning of this paper, sop behavior emphasizes social and economic distance between fieldworker and informants and may therefore have the opposite effect: increase of envy. Informants, on their part, may conceal their increased envy from the fieldworker, first so as not to antagonize him, and second, so as to create new opportunities to profit from him. The fieldworker’s gullibility guarantees the success of their concealment. Hatfield (1973) calls this fieldwork situation “mutual exploitation,” but there can be no doubt as to who is exploited most.

The fieldworker’s incapacity for true sharing has two important consequences for anthropological fieldwork. In the first place, participant observation will nearly always contain very little true participation. Particularly in traditional societies where economic egalitarianism is the rule, the fieldworker places himself outside the community by maintaining any semblance of Western standards of living. It is high time that the technique of “participant observation” was thoroughly reviewed from this point of view.

Secondly, the fieldworker who is unable to become an accepted member of the community is left with only one alternative: to coax some members of the community over to his side. He will achieve this not by true sharing, but by true payment. He will employ people and call them “key informants." It would be too rash to claim that such a relationship between fieldworker and informant is bound to be devoid of affection and some degree of identification and participation. In fact, many anthropologists report tender feelings toward their key informants (e.g., Powdermaker 1967:271-72; Casagrande 1966:passim), but we know little about the feelings and thoughts of the key informants themselves. It is reasonable to expect them to be rather less enthusiastic toward their employers.

Although I felt quite poor during my fieldwork in Kwahu and although I had ample reason to assume that people around me believed in my “poverty,” an incident that took place on my departure taught me differently. I had distributed a few items among people who had been particularly friendly to me and given the key to my room to a young boy. I had asked him to clean the room and told him that he could keep anything he found valuable. After I had left the house a man of the compound forced the boy to give
the key to him and "plundered" the room together with some other people. To me this incident suggests that even the people who had lived most closely to me, and who had observed me nearly every minute of my stay with them had not been convinced of my "poverty."

In summary, the considerable gap that exists between the economic positions of most fieldworkers and their informants has serious consequences for the ethical, emotional, and methodological aspect of fieldwork. These consequences can be phrased in three questions: first, is it permissible that rich anthropologists ameliorate their position by carrying out fieldwork among poor people? Second, is it emotionally bearable for fieldworkers to carry out research under such unequal conditions? Third, is participant observation a reliable method of research if the fieldworker, through his affluence, is barred from real participation? I am aware that in this brief note I have done little more than formulate a few questions with regard to anthropological fieldwork. However, these questions are of great importance and, in particular, the last one has been seriously neglected up till now.

NOTES

Looking back at the research, Asante-Darko, who stayed with me during the fieldwork, mentioned six points that could have convinced people of our relative poverty. (1) We were always wearing the same clothes. (2) We bought meals from the market and carried our plates with food through the street. (3) We often went to fetch water from the public tap. (4) We washed our own clothes and dishes. (5) We never drank beer in the local canteen but frequently ate in restaurants. (6) We bought our own clothes and you drank "tea" every morning. The few clothes you had were of better quality than the clothes they wore. To them these signs of affluence, however simple you were living. Sometimes a fieldworker may have a brand of cigarette or drink which the local people never have seen. This makes them believe that the fieldworker has something they do not have. In the compound where we stayed during the fieldwork the inhabitants asked for the water which we had used for washing our clothes. They used that water, which still contained some soap, to wash their own dirty clothes. The point is that no matter how poor a fieldworker may be or live, he is still richer than the local inhabitants.

1 Interesting is the following observation by Alland (1976:91): Anthropologists have a tendency to be gift givers, hoping in this way to gain entry into society and friendship. Among the Abron, this is not always wise, since the more one gives the more one is asked for. Nor is the giver respected, for it is against the rules of Abron culture to get something for nothing. When I finally learned to refuse all but reasonable requests, my prestige in the village improved. It is a silly man who throws away his wealth; presents are donated for services or to gain prestige and power.

Alland is mainly concerned about his position in the community: he does not extend his argument to the quality of data collection.

2 A similar incident is reported by Turnbull (1972:265): "When I left . . . the house that I had tried to make a home was invaded, the stockade was broken down, and the things I had left to be shared were dispersed by avarice." The term "avarice" illustrates the tendency among anthropologists to attribute this type of conflict to moral qualities of their informants rather than to their own affluence. It should be noted that Turnbull did his fieldwork among extremely poor people.
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